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1. Introduction 

The academic debate on the theory of the firm and its value has been 
monopolized for a long period by the contraposition between the 
shareholders model (or finance model) and the stakeholders model 
(Zamagni 2006). 

With no externalities and/or monopolies (with aH the assets 
having a price for the different states of the world), the supporters of 
the first approach argue that social welfare is maximized when all 
the firms maximize their own market values (not just the value of 
their equity, but also the value of all the other rights issued such as 
preference shares, warrants, etc.). 

On the other hand, those who invoke the stakeholders model as 
the most suitable framework for studying the firm claim that the 
management should take its decisions considering the interests of all 
the stakeholders (workers, customers, government, regulators etc.) . It 
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must be pointed out that the traditional formulations of this ap
proach do not supply a clear trade-off mechanism which aBows to 
order or value the potential conflicts of interests between the differ
ent stakeholders. The management does not have any quantitative 
instrument to use for taking its decisions, being left with a high dis
cretional power that cannot be easily monitored. 

Jensen (2001) introduced the concept of "enlightened value 
maximization", and the correspondent idea of "enlightened stake
holders theory", which consider simultaneously both the shareholders 
and the stakeholders value maximization. The proposed approach 
starts from the preliminary consideration that the synthetic (and 
measurable) objective function to be considered, and maximized, by 
the management still remains the (long run) market value of the firmo 
The innovation of this approach comes from the explicit acknowl
edgment of the importance recognized to the different constituencies 
of the firmo In this framework value maximization cannot be ob
tained without considering the interests of all the stakeholders. 

Masera (2006a), focusing his analysis on the banking sector and 
obtaining results that can be easily generalized, developed an ap
proach that can be defined as "a quantitative synthesis of the en
lightened stakeholders theory". Re supported the idea that the total 
value of the firm is maximized when the management maximizes 
both the remuneration of the shareholders and the efficiency and the 
satisfaction of aB the other stakeholders. Re advanced his thesis de
veloping an analysis based on the most widely used models and value 
creation indicators. 

Masera argues that a bank (or more generally a firm) focused on 
total value creation must be characterized by a management of the 
human resources not only concerned by the reduction of the costs. 

A key driver should be represented by the valorisation of both: 
i) the 'human knowledge capita!', which is represented by the net 
worth of aB the future cash flows generated by the quality and the 
organization of human resources (Le. motivation, ability to innovate, 
competences, flexibility and productivity) and ii) the 'franchise capi
ta!', defined as the net present value of extra yields deriving from the 
investment devoted to the support of the relationships with clients, 
suppliers, partners and products. Also in this case, we can consider 
this part of extra yield as an extra value obtained as the result of 
suitable investment policies implemented over time. 
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In this framework it is therefore cruciai to invest a part of the 
resources in the relationships with all the stakeholders. This invest
ment can be considered as à prerequisite to guarantee the totai value 
creation of the firm (shareholders inc1uded), allowing a durable and 
renewable growth. 

Using these considerations we can infer that it is profitable to 
invest in the relationships with the stakeholders when their respective 
marginaI returns, measured from the Iong-run value of the firm, are 
higher than their respective marginaI costs. 

In this paper, this thesis will be formalized proposing a modei in 
which we assume a stochastic behaviour for the most relevant value 
indicators We shall show that the modei can be easily extended, aI
Iowing the simultaneous analysis of both value creation and capitaI 
structure problems. 

Before presenting our modei (section 4) we shall use the next 
two sections to underline the most relevant aspects regarding both i) 
the valuation of firms' performance (section 2) and ii) the dynamic 
allocation of capitaI (section 3). 

2. Performance valuation, risks and capitaI 

AlI the methods currently used to value firms heavily rely on operat
ing profit indicators rather than on book value indices. These ap
proaches are mainly focused on the measurement of the dynamic and 
statisticai relations between capitaI and risk. 

The first index to consider is Nopat (Net Operating Profit After 
Taxes). Operating profit is an indicator characterized by: 

1) the absence of any accountabie misrepresentation, being 
focused on cash flows; 

2) the neutrality to the capitaI structure of the firm (not being 
affected by the choice between equity capitaI or debt capitaI); 

3) the absence of any distortion due to taxation, being com
puted considering only the 'norma!' Ievei of taxes paid; 

4) the sensitivity to the expected Ioss of the portfolio at risk 
for a given time horizon (usually one year). 
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In statistical terms, for a given frequency distribution of the 
losses associated to the portfolio, the expected loss, E(I), represents 
the mean (the first moment of the distribution). 

When we consider capitaI we analyze the liabilities-side of the 
firm (Le. the sources of financing), distinguishing between equity 
capitaI and debt capitaI. Nopat is evidently a flow indieator expressed 
in absolute terms which is not easily comparable. Moreover, Nopat 
must be appropriately adjusted for taking into account the cost of 
capitaI. 

On the other hand, the Economie Value Added, EVA, defined as 
the difference between the Nopat and the total cost of the invested 
capitaI, represents an indicator whieh a110ws to monitor the efficien
cy of the investment policies fo11owed by the firm (Le. the net cash 
flows generated by the itlvestments which represent the extra value 
for shareholders): 

EVA = N opat - invested capitaI x wacc. (1) 

Invested capitaI is represented by a11 the resources invested in 
the firmo Economie capitaI can be considered as the buffer necessary 
to face a11 the risks of the firmo We can therefore write: invested capi
taI = economic capitaI + goodwill + discretional reserves. Where: 

Now we can rewrite 1 as: 

Nopat 
EVA =----'---- x invested capital-wacc x invested capital= (2) 

invested capitai 

= invested capitaI x (r -wacc); 

Nopat 
with r == ---!....----

invested capitai 

EVA is therefore equal to the operating profits opportunely re
duced by the total remuneration of the invested capitaI. 

Now we have alI the necessary instruments to define the rela
tion between capitaI and risk. It has been already remembered that 
the expected loss must be considered as an operating cost. Then the 
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'true risk' faced by the finn is represented by the volatility of the 'loss 
function'o 

The frequency distribution of the losses faced by the firm, con
sidered as a portfolio of risks, depends from the decisions taken at 
the level of Enterprise Risk Management, ERM, in terms of risk miti
gation, risk transfer and risk held (see Table 1). 

Risk mitigation 

Partiai 
mitigation 

RISK, CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL SYSTEM 

FIRM 

Portfolio of risks 

Risk transfer 

Insuranel: 
compani~ 

Credi! 
derivatives 

finandal 
rnal'ke:ts 

TABLE I 

Risk held 

Equity or d~bt 

Financlal 
IntC!rmedlaries 

The first measure that can be used to quantify this randomness 
is represented by the standard deviation of the losses associated to a 
given portfolio: 

(3) 

If these losses were normally-shaped distribution functions, 
E(I ) and U(I ) would be the only two moments necessary to identi-

p p 
fy the distribution. Empirical evidence shows non-normal distribu-
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tion functions. Moreover, it must be highlighted that standard devia
tion does not allow to recognize positive returns from negative ones. 

However we can consider UrI) as a pro:xy of the risk, recogniz
ing the above mentioned limitations. The economie capitai held by 
the firm is correspondingly defined as the capitai (equity or debt) 
used to face unexpected losses (i.e. the capitai necessary to absorb 
potential losses not identified ex ante, but statistically possible). 

Risk is therefore a function of volatility of expected results. If 
we use the standard deviation at portfolio level as a risk measure, we 
can expand equation 3 obtaining: 

N N 

UL p = LLULi XULjXPij' 
i=l j=l 

(4) 

where i and j are the indices associated to the assets, while p .. repre-v 
sents the correlations between the losses of assets i and j . The vari-
ance of losses at the level of portfolio is, by definition, equal to the 
sum of the covariances between idiosyncratic losses. 

Expected 10ss of the portfolio can be determined as the sum of 
the expected losses of each asset, while unexpected loss is generally 
(significantly) smaller than the sum of the individuai unexpected 
10sses, being equal only in the limiting case characterized by a per
fect correlation between assets. 

This simple approach allows to find one of the most relevant re
sults of financial theory: portfolio risk is smaller (usually significant
Iy smaller) and, only in the limit, equal to the sum of individuaI risks 
characterizing the assets composing a given portfolio. 

We can apply this concept to the firm, considered as a portfolio 
of risks. Finn and investors accepting idiosyncratic risks try to reduce 
the unexpected losses (especially those characterized by a low fre
quency and a high magnitude) which could, in some cases, seriously 
affect the solvency of the firmo 

As a generai approach to risk, unexpected loss is an important 
measure to be considered. However, it is important to note that the 
current practices reserve a prominent role to the Value at Risk, VaR, 
as a measure of risk. 

VaR, originally defined as risk indicator for markets' risks, is 
now used as an overall risk measure to monitor risks arising from a 
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given portfolio. VaR is defined under some strict statistical hypothe
sis: i) prices follow random walks, usually normally distributed; ii) 
variations of prices are serially uncorrelated; iii) volatility of the vari
ations is stable over time. 

It is therefore clear that VaR allows to monitor the 'tail risk', 
characterized by a low frequency and a high magnitude. 

FormallY we can define VaR as as the portfolio's worst loss, for 
a given confidence interval, ex, within a given time horizon: 

(5) 

VaR is therefore a measure heavily dependent on both the con
fidence level and the time horizon chosen. On the other hand, VaR 
has the advantage of being a measure which immediately allows to 
quantify the amount of economie capitai to be held. The amount of 
the losses associated to the distribution function is, by definition, 
equal to the sum of ErI), Economie Capitai and VaRo Analytieally we 
can write: 

ECa = VaRa- E(L). (6) 

Economie capitai can be considered as a buffer of capitai to be 
used for avoiding the insolvency of the firm for a given time horizon 
(generally one year), and a given confidence level, ex. Confidence lev
el ex is usually chosen coherently with the default probability defined 
by the target credit rating. However, it is important to understand 
that, for rating agencies, capitai reserves represent just one of the in
dieators to be analyzed for assessing the probability of default of the 
firmo 

The axiomatic approach to coherent risk measurement, pio
neered by Artzner et al. (1999), pointed out the limits of the VaR 
methodologies by:showing that this measure, which represents a 
standard commonly accepted by market participants, is a problematie 
(non-coherent) risk indieator. The two main drawbacks highlighted 
are its 'non smoothness' (Le. events with probability below the cho
sen confidence quantile are not considered at ali) and its 'non subad
ditivity' (i.e. VaR of a diversified portfolio could be higher than the 
sum of idiosyncratic VaR computed for each risk factor). Intuitively, 
it can therefore be sa id that VaR does not take into account the entire 
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lower tail of the paL distribution, by just picking out one point (the 
quantile chosen). 

Io overcome these problems alternative risk measures have 
been proposed, which consider the lower tail of the returns distribu
tions and satisfY the subadditivity property. Among these new meas
ures the Expected Shortfall (ES) is perhaps the most well-known. In 
particular, ES measures the expected loss once that the VaR limit is 
violated. However, it must be recognized that the theoretieal attrac
tiveness of this indieator is limited by the problems due to its practi
cal implementation. 

After having defined both the risk and the economie capitaI, we 
have now all the necessary instruments to analyze simultaneously 
the EVA, as a performance measure, with the so-called RAPM (Risk 
Adjusted Performance Measurement) indicators (see table 2). 

Ihere are a lot of models and acronyms used to define these in
dicators (Roraa, Roroa, Rorac, Raroc, Rarorac ... ).1 Despite the risk of 
being excessively simple, we shall focus our attention on one indiea
tor defined as: 

R 
revenues - costs - expected loss Nopat 

orac = = (7) 
risk capitaI risk capitaI 

At the numerator of the previous formula we have the Nopat op
portunely reduced by the operating cost represented by the expected 
loss, that technieally does not represent a risk factor. At the denomina
tor we put the economie capitaI. Economie CapitaI (or Risk Capital), as 
already pointed out, is composed by both equity and debt capitaI. 

If we consider the economie capitaI and the invested capitaI as 
equivalent, this framework allows to link EVA with Rorac. In fact, us
ing equations 7 and l we obtain: 

EVA O/o = Rorac - wacc ; (8) 

with EVAOfo == EVA I invested capitaI. 

I Despite some marginaI difference, these indicators share the common features 
of comparing invested capitaI with opportunely adjusted revenues, taking into ac
count the risk component. 
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Margins 

Cost of risk 

Risk adjusted 
retum 

Risk mitigation 
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capitaI 
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level 
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RISK, ECONOMIC CAPITAL AND MARKET VALVE 

~siness strue~ 

Opportunity Informatioo 

1- Growthl - Communication 
Challenges to investors 

--. Rorae .. Intrinsic valuc 
~ 

1- Cost of capitaI 
Exogenaus - factors 

Finn level Market Ievel 

C Risk structure:=:> 

3. Dynamic allocation of capitaI and value creation 

J I 

.TABLE 2 

-

--. Market 
value 

-

As already pointed out, the performance of the firm is intimately re
lated to both the growth and the profitability of the invested capitai, 
after considering the randomness of the expected results. Profitability 
adjusted for both the expected loss and the sustainable growth is 
strictIy reiated to the risk profile of the assets, the capitaI resources 
held against unexpected losses and, as we shall see, human and reI a
tionai capitaI. 

An efficient allocation of capitaI represents a key variable to 
monitor and foster value creation over time. 

Ihe attention accorded to risk is coherent with the importance 
attributed to the sustainability of value creation. Io obtain this result 
we must leave the concept of short run value creation for accepting 
the broader idea of total value creation focused on the creation of 
value for all the stakeholders. 
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In this framework the dynamic allocation of capitai and the im
plementation of corporate governance rules (which aIlows to foster 
total value creation) represent two sides of the same caino 

Value creation is intimately related to the expected perform
ance. On the other hand, it is clear that markets' expectations are 
heaviJy affected by the historical ability of the management to 
achieve the announced results. Ihe credibility of the business plans 
presented depends on both the announcements of profits and the his
torical track record performed. 

It is therefore important to have.indicators of results that can be 
used i) to perform the backward testing (for controlling the result 
achieved) and ii) to analyze the expected performance. Ihese meas
ures, and the relative datasets, must be transparent, not biased and 
easily explainable to the markets. Measures and methodologies previ
ously analyzed are innovative and, for some aspects, complex, espe
cially those referring to the measurement of the risk and the calcula
tion of the economic capitaI. 

Ihis dynamic relation is represented by the value maximization 
achieved with the dynamic allocation of capita!. Ihis process needs 
to measure the risk and the adjusted performance (corrected for the 
expected loss) both at disaggregated (i.e. business unit) and aggregat
ed level (see table 3). 

Ihe return adjusted for the level of the expected loss and the 
capitai at risk represent two necessary prerequisites to face the prob
lem of the dynamic measurement of the performance, by allowing to 
measure the market value of the firmo 

In an efficient market the difference between the market value 
of the capitai and its book value represents the value creation rec
ognized by the market to the firmo Ihis amount defined as the MVA 
(Market Value Added) heavily depends on the expected EVA. With a 
positive expected EVA we shall have a positive MVA: the firms pro
duce profits higher than the cost of the invested capitaI. In the op
posite case, with a negative MVA the firm will have a market value 
smaller than its book value. If we have the case of a market loss 
higher than than the equity capitai invested, we are technicaIly in 
default. 
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TABLE 3 

VALVE CREATION: RISK, RETURN AND COST OF CAPITAL, 
GROWfH AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

Measuring and monitoring 
risk and capitaI 

/ 
EVA&MVA 

(dynamic allocation of capitaI) 

r 
Corporate 

governance 

Measuring and monitoring 
return on capita!, cost of 

capitaI and EVA 

MVA=I. EVA t • 

t=1 (1 + wacc)t 
(9) 

The reiation between the MVA and the book value of the capitaI 
is summarized in the following tabIe.2 

It is important to point out that the valuation of the perform
ance based on the EVA and on the MVA represents an application of 
the well-known DFCF (Discounted Free Cash FIow) method, usual1y 
defined as DCE 

The FCF (Free Cash Flow), produced by the firm after the new 
investments in capitaI, is defined as: 

FCF = Nopat - Net investment. (lO) 

2 On this point see Masera (2006b). 
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TABLE 4 

MVA, BOOK VALUE AND EVA 

Market MVA EVA Operating 
value of Book value of Et: profits 

firm invested capital wacc 

Price number Market value added EVA Nopat 
of shares MVA 

NpV ofloans Cumulated invested Cost of capitaI 
capitaI equity vs 
non equity 

.. 
It is not difficult to show that the value of the'firm can be com

puted as the discounted value of both the free cash flows and the 
EVA.3 Formally we have: 

V = f FCF 1 = lC + f EVA t 

I~l (l + wacc)1 1=1 (1 + wacc)1 ' 
(11) 

where lC represents the book value of the invested capitai at the end 
of the previous year. 

lf we value the firm by considering explicitly a time horizon of 
5-10 yeaTs (or in generai n years), we need to define a continuing value 
of the firm, CV. By assuming a deterministic and constant long-term 

n 

growth rate for the Nopat, g, we may rewrite equation 11 as: 

V=IC+ t EVA! + EVAt+n+1+ 
!=1 (1 + wacc)! wacc 

Nopat (~) (Ronic -wacc) 
Rome 

---'----"--------, (12) 
wacc 

where the Ronic represents the retum on new invested c;apital. 
Ihis last formulation easily shows that a firm can 'beat the 

market', being characterized by both a i) Ronic > wacc and ii) g > 
growth rate of the market's demand, if, and only if, its investment 
policies are able to increase the 'retum' of the 'relational' capitai in-

3 See Shrives and Wachowicz (2000) and Koller, Goedhart and Wessels (2005). 
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vested by fostering the relationships with its customers and its hu
man capitaI. 

Therefore, as we previousIy pointed out, the management 
shouId be focused in the valorization of both i) the 'human knowI
edge capitaI', represented by the net worth of alI the future cash 
flows generated by the quality and the organization of human re
sources and ii) the 'franchise capitaI', defined as the net present value 
of extra yields deriving from the investment devoted to the support 
of the relationships with clients, suppliers, partners and products. 

EVA and DCF efficiently summarize the relation between the 
capitaI allocation, the profitability of the firm and the risk, allowing 
to develop a suitabie framework for monitoring the realized and ex
pected performance. Moreover, these methodologies represent an im
portant instrument for valuing the investment of the firm and alI the 
different opportunities of growth. 

4. The model 

We now present a model characterized by a stochastic behaviour for 
the most relevant value indicators. This model will be used to formal
ize the above mentioned concept of 'enlightened value maximiza
tion'. In this framework we shall show that the management will 
have to invest in the relationships with the different stakeholders 
when their respective marginaI returns are higher than their respec
tive marginaI costs. This is the only way to maximize the value of the 
firmo 

We consider a firm that raises on the market a given amount of 
resources (debt capitaI or equity capital)4 equai to lC (which can be 
considered as the book value of the invested capitaI when the firms 
begins its activity). The management has to decide the allocation of 
lC between 'non relational' capitaI, K, that includes the investments 
in alI the assets of the firm (durable and non durable), and 'relational' 
capitaI, (or stakehoIders capitaI) H, that can be considered the capitaI 
used to foster the relationships with all the stakeholders of the firm 

4 In the last paragraph of this paper we shall analyze the relation between value 
creation problems and capitaI structure problerns. At this stage of the analysis it is 
not important to distinguish between equity or debt. 
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(financial claimants, customers, workers, government, regulators, 
etc.). We can therefore write: le = K + H. 

4.1. Prices and costs 

We assume that the firm will compete in perfec:tIy functioning mar
kets with a perfect information. This means that the firm will be price 
taker on both the market of the onIy good (or service) produced and 
on the markets of production factors used (i.e. 'relational' and 'non 
relational' capital)o In particuIar, we assume that the stochastic differ
ential equations defining i) the price of the onIy good (or servi ce) 
produced, p y' ii) the cost of the 'non relational' capitaI, p k' and iii) the 
cost of the 'relational' capitaI, P

h 
are respectively given by:5 

dpy 
- = llydt + crydz, (13) 
Py 

(14) 

(15) 

with dz ~ N(O, fcit). In the model we introduce a log-normal behav
iour for both the price of the good (or service) produced and for the 
costs of the different types of capitaI invested. For a given level of 
prices/costs at current time t, in the future at time T their respective 
distribution will be given by: 

cr2 

ln(pil - 4> [ln(pil + Ili (T - tl - _i (T - tl ;cri .JT=t]; (16) 
2 

for i = y, k, h. cf> represents the density function for a normal distri
bution. 

5 To keep the analysis as simple as possible we considered both the 'non rela
tional' and the 'relational' capitaI in an aggregate way. However, it must be pointed 
out that ali the results obtained do not depend on this hypothesis and can be easily 
generalized. 
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For a given amount of resources K devoted to the 'non relation
al' capitaI and resources H invested in the 'relational' capitaI, the 
units of the 'non relational' asset, k, and the units of the 'relational' 
asset, h, will be given respectively by: 

K 
k=-, 

Pk 

H 
h=-. 

Ph 

4.2. Production function, investment rates and Nopat 

(17) 

(18) 

In the 'enlightened stakeholders' framework, output produced by 
the firms (goods or services) will be a function not only of the units 
of 'non relational capitaI' invested, k. Production will be also a 
function of the units of 'relational capitaI' invested, h (represented 
by the relationships with financial claimants, workers, government, 
regulators, etc.). 

Formally we can write: 

(19) 

Io keep the analysis as simple as possible, we assume that the 
investments in 'non relational' and 'relational' capitaI will be decided 
deterministically with investment rates sand O. Net investments in 
the two forms of capitaI for the time horizon, dt, will be given re
spectively by: 

dk 
- =sdt, 
k 

dh = odt. 
h 

(20) 

(21) 

In this framework the behaviour of the production function y 
will be given by: 
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dy = ày dk + ày dh = ày skdt + ày 8hdt. 
àk àh àk àh (22) 

Assuming a Cobb-Douglas specification for the production 
function: 

we note that: 

ày == aku- 1hl - u 
àk ' 

~~ == (1- a)kUh-u
• 

We may therefore rewrite 22 as: 

dy == [aH (1- a)o]dt. 
y 

Now the Nopat, Y, of the firm can be defined as: 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

because of the stochastic behaviour of y, the (stochastic) behaviour of 
Y can be derived as: 

dY dpy dy 
-==--+-
Y Py Y 

(28) 

Substituting equations 13 and 26 in 28 we obtain: 

(29) 

A first look to the previous equations allows to understand that 
in our model the management is characterized by a full controi of 
both the output produced and the production factors (having as
sumed a non stochastic behaviour for both the production function 
and the investment rates). However the management will have to 
deal with a stochastic Nopat because we assumed a stochastic behav
iour for the exogenous price ofthe good (or service) produced. 
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4.3. Market value oJ the firm, EVA and MVA 

In our model the FCF generated is given by: 

(30) 

FCF behaviour will be given by: 

dFCF = dY - odH - sdK . (31) 

We note that: 

dH dPh dh -=-+-
H Ph h 

(32) 

and 

dK dPk dk -=-+-. 
K Pk k 

(33) 

Using equations 14, 15, 20 and 21 we can respectively rewrite equa
tions 32 and 33 as: 

(34) 

dK 
- = U-tk + s) dt+ O"k dz. 
K 

(35) 

Using these two last equations and 29 we can write FCF behaviour 
explicit1y as: 

dFCF = {(f.l.yY - Sf.l.kK - Of.l.hH)+ s(aY - sK) + 0[(1- a)Y - oH]}dt+ (36) 

+ (O"y Y - SO"kK - ocrhH) dz. 

For a growth rate of FCF equal to g and a variance rate O"FCF we 
can rewrite 36 as 

dFCF = gFCFdt + O"FCF FCFdz, (37) 
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then we can derive: 

{()ly Y - S!J.kK - o!J.hH) + s(aY - sK) + 0[(1- a)Y - oH ]} 
g= Fa = 

= {(!J.y Y - S!J.kK - o!J.hH)+ s(aY - sK)+ 0[(1- a)Y - oH]} = 
Y - oH -sK 

_ {(!J.ypyY - S!J.kPkk - O!J.hPhh)+ s(apyy - sPkk)+ 0[(1- a)pyy - oPhh]} 

pyy - oPhh - sPkk 

(38) 

(39) 

In this framework the behaviour followed by the market value 
of the firm and its wacc, i, will be characterized by the following re
lation: 

dV FCF . 
- + --dt = Idt + <Jydz. 
V V 

(40) 

We can assume that V = FCF x G, where G is a constant (that we 
shall derive); the behaviour of Vwill be given by: 

dV dFCF 
= = gdt + <JFCFdz. 

V FCF 
(41) 

Substituting equation 30 and 41 in 40 we obtain: 

[Y - oH -sK] 
gdt+ <JFCF dz + dt = gdt+ <JFCF dz + (42) 

V 

[pyy - oPhh - SPhk] dt 'dt d + = I + <Jy Z. 
V 

In the previous equation equating the coefficients of the deterministic 
part and those of the stochastic part we can write: 

.\ 

! 
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(44) 

Few simplifications of equation 43 allow us to derive the following 
well-known relation: 

from which we can derive G = l/ti - g). 

In this model the MVA can be defined as: 

MVA == V -le == Y +(g-ù)H + (g-s)K -ile == 
i-g 

_ Pyy + (g- ù)Phh + (g- s)Pkk - i(Pkk + Phh) 

i-g 

For g = s = o we can rewrite 46 as: 

MVA == Y -ile == EVA, 
i-g i-g 

where EVA == Y - ile. 

(46) 

(47) 

4.4. The opti mal investment in 'non relational' and 'relational' capitaI 

MVA can be maximized with respect to the 'non relational' and the 
'relational' capitaI by deriving equation 46 respectively for K and H: 

òMV A == òY + (g _ s) _ i == O, 
òK òK 

òMVA == òY +(g-ù)-i==O. 
òH òH 

(48) 

(49) 
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We note that 

and then 
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~ = ~/~~ = ~/Pk 

! = ~/~~ = ~/Ph. 
We can rewrite 48 and 49 respectiveIy as: 

(
ay py) (. ) . -- - l-g =s, 
ak Pk 

(50) 

(50 bis) 

(51 ) 

(51 bis) 

(48 bis) 

(49 bis) 

obtaining the optimal investment rates in 'non relational' and 'reIa
tional' capitaI given respectiveIy by s* e 0*. 

Investment rates in the two types of capitaI will be higher than 
zero when their respective marginaI returns in terms of Nopat, and 
therefore in terms of market value of the firm, are higher than the 
opportunity cost of the invested capita!. In particuIar, we note that 
for both the 'non relational' capitaI and the stakeholders capitaI their 
respective optimal investment rates, s* e 0*, are higher than zero 
when their respective marginai productivity far each euro invested, 
(ayl ak) x(py/pk) and (ayl a h)x(py/ph), will be higher than the op
portunity cost of the invested capita!. 
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Remembering the Cobb-Douglas specification of the production 
function we can derive the optimal investment rates in 'non relation
al' and 'relational' capitaI : 

• _ ka- 1h1- a Py (o g) s-a --1-, (52) 
Pk 

O· = (l-a)k"h-a .!2.-(i-g). (53) 
Ph 

4.5. CapitaI structuring with a Merton structural modei 

In the model that we have just presented we have completely neg
lected ali the financing problems of the firmo We have focused our 
attention only on the problems related to the analysis of the relation 
between the market value of the firm, V, and the investments in 'non 
relational' and stakeholders capitaI. Now we shall show that the 
framework that we have presented in this paper can be easily extend
ed to analyze simultaneously investment problems (in 'relational' and 
'non relational' capitaI) and financing policieso 

In this paragraph we shall follow the analysis pioneered by 
Merton (1974) for the development ofthe so-called structural models. 
The financial structure of the firms is characterized by a) a zero
coupon type debt with màturity T and face value F (whose market 
value is B) and b) equity with market value E. 

The fundamental assumption behind the Merton model is repre
sented by the independence of the market value of the firm from its 
financial structure (Modigliani-Miller theorem, M-M). If we maintain 
this hypothesis, at this stage of the analysis, we can use 45 to write: 

v = [Y -oH -sK] )Pyy-oPhh -SPhk t E + B. (54) 
i-g i-g 

We immediately understand that in our model the M-M as
sumptions imply that the costs of the 'non relational' capitai, p.' and 
that of the stakeholders capitai, Pii' are independent from the leverage 
ratio of the firm (this hypothesis will be removed in the next para
graph). 
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Applying the Ito's Lemma to 41 and remembering equation 44, 
we can write: 

(55) 

it follows that: 

tN=Ve -1. 
[ 

( g- °2~ ) /H + O VE..Ji:t l 
(56) 

We can now define the VaR of the firm as: 

Prob (- VaR ::; ~v)= a, (57) 

where a is the fixed confidence leve!. Exploiting equation 57 we can 
compute the VaR for a given time horizon T and a given confidence 
level as: 

[ 

( a ' ) l Il-- M-OE .Jdt 
VaR (v, a, T ) = V 1 _ e 2 a ; (58) 

with: 

Prob (- Ea ::; E) = a . (59) 

In the Merton model market values of equity, E, and debt, B, are 
respectively given by: 

with: 
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In this simplified framework if we assume that the firm will 
hold economie capitai equal to the VaR level of its assets, we can use 
58 to write: 

[ 

( a' ) l g- -"'- M-avE .Jdt 
E=VaR(V,a,I)=V l-e 2 a • (62) 

Io understand which is the fixed confidence level, a, for the 
VaR computation, and therefore for the holding of economie capitaI, 
we can assume that the firm has a credit rating target which implies 
a target credit spread, li. Knowìng that: 

B = Fe - (r+1])T, (63) 

some simplifications of 63 allow to write: 

11 =-ln (B* -P::(V,F) )/I. (64) 

From the previous equation we can easily infer that the target 
credit spread, li, is coherent with just one level of debt F. If we re
member that in the Merton model the market value of equity is repre
sented by a call option written on the assets of the firm, we can use 
equations 58 and 60 obtaining: 

E =VaR (V,a,I)=call(V,F). (65) 

We can therefore infer that the target credit spread, li, and the target 
level of debt, F, will determine the target confidence level a. 

4.6. Value creation and capitaI structure problems (a first analysis) 

In the previous paragraph we showed that the Merton model can be 
easily used to analyze capitaI structure policies (with the definition of 
the economie capitai or with the choice of the leverage ratio coherent 
with a given level of credit rating and default probability, etc.). Un
fortunately this framework cannot be used for the analysis of share
holders and stakeholders problems. As already pointed out in a world 
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à la M-M, with the behaviour of assets, V, exogenously modelled and 
independent from the leverage ratio, we do not have any chance to 
analyze simultaneously investment (value creation) problems and fi
nancing choices. 

However, we have to remember that the M-M theorem relies on 
the following hypothesis: 

- financial markets without frictions (with the absence of 
transaction costs); 

- no taxes; 
- absence of asymmetric information for ali the economie 

agents; 
- absence of costs of default; 
- absence of any moral hazard problem between equity owner, 

managers and creditors. 

It is easy to understand that, if we modifY some of the previous 
assumptions (and especially those referred to the problems of asym
metric information, moral hazard and expected default costs), we 
have to abandon the hypothesis of independence between the market 
value of the firm (its cash flows) and the leverage ratio of the firmo 

Ihe model of value creation presented in this paper can be easi
Iy generalized to overcome these limitations allowing a simultaneous 
analysis of investment problems (in 'non relational' and 'relational' 
capitai) and financing decisions. Ihis flexibility comes from the pos
sibility to model the cost of the stakeholders capitai, p

h
l
, as a function 

of the leverage policies. 
In particular, we can assume that P

h
l will be related to P

h 
as fol

lows: 

(66) 

where the multiplier I represents, in some sense, the extra cost de
manded by the stakeholders of the leveraged firmo 

Coherently with the modeling of the other prices/costs of our 
model, we assume that the multiplier I follows a stochastic log-nor
mal processo We can therefore rewrite: 

(67) 
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with 

(68) 

We are basically assuming that the drift rate of the stochastic process 
followed by the cost multiplier, l, demanded by the stakeholders of 
the leveraged firm, is positively affected by the level of debt, P. 

In this new framework we can write the FCF of the leveraged 
firm, PCpl, as: 

Following an approach similar to that developed in paragraph 
4.3, we can write: 

(70) 

It follows that: 

([llyY -SllkK -Ò(J.1h + ili +CJICJh)H I] +s{aY -sK)+ò[{l-a)Y -ÒH I]} (71) 
g= FCF = 

((J.1y Y - SllkK - Ò(J.1h + ili + CJICJh )H
I] + s{aY - sK) + Ò[{l- a)Y - 8H Il} 

= I = Y -8H -sK 

_([llyPyY - SllkPkk - 8(J.1h + ili + CJICJh)P~ h] + s{apyy - sPkk)+ 8[{1- a}pyy - 8p~h J} 
- Pyy-òp~h-sPkk 

The market value of the leveraged firm, VI, and its wacc, Vi I, 
are related by the following equation: 

dVi FCF I 
.1 l 

-1 + l dt = l dt+ O"ydz . (73) 
V V 

Few simplifications, similar to those of paragraph 4.3, allow 
to write the market value of the leveraged firm, VI, and its MVA, 
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MVA1
, respectiveIy as: 

and 

MVA' = V' -IC = Y + (g'-O)H' +(g' -s)K-iIC = 
i'-g' 

_ Pyy + (g'- o)p~h +{g'- s)Pkk - i' (pkk + p~h) _ 
- i'-g' -

Pyy + (g'- O)PhIh +(g' - s)Pkk - i' (pkk + PhIh) 
=~--~--~~~~~~--~~~~~ 

i'-g' 

For g'=s=O we can rewrite 75 as: 

MVA= Y-i'IC = EVA' , 
i' - g' i' - g' 

where EVA' == Y -i'lC. 

(75) 

(76) 

As we did for the unIeveraged firm, we can now derive the op
timal investment rates in 'non relational' and stakehoIders capitaI for 
the Ieveraged firm: 

If we derive the optimal investment rate in stakehoIders capitaI 
for the Ieveraged firm, we obtain: 
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cli' 
->0 aF ' 

agi 
-<o aF ' 

~=~ a~, >0. 
aF all, aF 

We can therefore conclude that: 

aò" --<o. aF 

29 

(79) 

(80) 

(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

Moreover, if we look equation 77 we note that (i' - g') > (i - g). 
We can therefore infer that: 

asi' 
-<o. aF (84) 

In our model a higher level of leverage implies a reduction in 
the net investment of both the 'non relational' and the 'relational' 
capitaI. The reduction of the net investments associated with the si
multaneous increase of the opportunity cost of capitaI (due to the in
crease of the wacc) will produce a reduction of the market value of 
the firm, and therefore a reduction of the market values of both equi
ty and bond. 

6 A higher level of leverage will increase the expected value of the costs of de
fault faced by the firm producing, in this way, a higher wacc, il, demanded by the in
vestors of the leveraged firmo We have therefore a positive relation between the wacc 
of the leveraged firm and the level of debt F. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a stochastic model for the most relevant 
value indicators. In this framework we showed that the supposed 
contradiction between shareholders value creatibn an-dstakeholders 
value creation seems to be a misleading problem. 

We proved that the optimal investment rates in both 'relational' 
and 'non relational' capitaI are higher than zero when their respec
tive marginaI returns, in terms of market value of the firm, are higher 
than their respective marginaI costs. 

We then showed that our model can be easily generalized to al
low a simultaneous analysis of both investment problems and value 
creation policies. 

A first extension of the model could address the problems of 
shareholders and stakeholders capitaI at the level of business units. 
Another possible generalization could investigate the relations be
tween the investments problems and the financing policies with con
tingent capitaI opportunities. These topics are left for future research . 

... 
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